Atornic and ionic radii are presented for the elements EI04-E120 and E156-E172. It is shown that a number of effects correlated with the large relativistic contraction of orbitals with low angular momentum leads to smaller atoms for higher atomic numbers. It is expected that es is the largest atom in nature.
A number of years ago, Waber and Cromer' published Cl set of orbital radii of the known elements of the Periodic Table up to lawrencium. Subsequently" element EI04 has been isolated and evidence been presented--' for EI0S.
The growing excitement about the possibility that elements on an island of nuclearstability--" around the atomic number E114, and those on maybe a second island" around E164, might either exist or be possible to prepare, has lead us to calculate further radii for these superheavy elements.
The method Waber and Cromer! used was to define the radius of the principal maximum of the outermost orbital of an atomic (or ionic) species as its atomic (or ionic) radius. The calculations itself were made by use of a self-consistent Dirac-Slater program described elsewhere.l" This set of radii "ras tested by Slater.":" In general, the agreement in approximately 1200 compounds was very good with experimental atomic radii which were deduced from interatomic distancesparticularly since no corrections for coordination number, electronegativity, etc., were made. Table I contains the atomic and ionic radii we have deduced for the elements EI04-E120, and to be complete we summarize in Table 11 the results for the elements of the second quasistable island E156-E172. The elements in between are expected to be extremely unstable. N evertheless, atomic radii for the first elernents of this so-called superactinide series are already given." The probable principal valences and the electron configurations of the superheavy elements as weIl as their location in the Periodic Table were discussed in a recent paper. 12 The cationic radii of the known elernents are in good agreement with other estimates, so that the values presented in Tables land 11 are expected to be good first approximations of the true values. It should be mentioned that these radii slightly depend on the value taken for the exchange approximation. Waber and Cromer! used the fuII value of Slater's exchange approximation which gives srnaller values than the reduced exchange approximation we used. We chose the reduction factor i as suggested by Kohn et al. l 3 which is especially true for very heavy elements as found by Rosen et al:" The difference in the calculated radii is normally very small (only a few percent) with the exemption of the alkaline and alkaline-earth elements; they will be discussed below.
The anionic radii tend to be too srnall by approximately 0.5 A; that is, the cation and anion do not add to yield sufficiently large interatomic distances. That means that the radii of E 117-and E 171-are expected to be instead about 1.9 and 1.8 A, respectively.
Two simple rules for the atomic and ionic radii in the 'fAßLE I. Atomic and ionic radii (in Angstrom units) of the superheavy elements EI04-E120.
, , , , , , extreme example of this separation, the 8Pl/2 shell starts to be filled at E121 and even lies below the 8s shell for elements heavier than E126 whereas the 8P3/'2 subshell starts at E169 and has a radius which is larger by a factor of about 2.5 at these elements. The large contraction of the 8s shell leads also to a very unusual sequence of the orbital radii of the outer electrons in the 7d elements E156-E164 where the 7d shell is the outer1110st shell.
The large decrease in radius for the high s shells in the region of superheavy elements can be seen already at the radii of the alkaline and alkaline-earth elements which are presented in Fig. 3 and are compared with the experimental radi i given by Slater. To yield the best agreement with the experimental values, we have chosen a factor of 0.9 for the exchange approximation because for these elernents the radius changes by 15% for values of -i and 1 for SIater's exchange approximation. (However, to be consistent with our other calculations, we ha ve drawn in Figs. 1 and 2 the radii for these elements calculated with the factor -i.)
The first rule mentioned above that the atoms becorne larger in the same chemical group for high er atomic numbers is no longer valid. Already for Fr and Ra the increase of the radius stops and for E119 and E120, and even more so for E165 and E166, the radii decrease. This rule is also useless in the region of superheavy elements because the concept of a chemically analogous element in the same chemical group becomes more and
J110re invalid, so that a comparison under this point of view is no longer possible. Because of the increasing number of shells available for bonding, the total separation of the normally known shells into their two subsheIls, the increasing relativistic effects even for the outer electrons, the increasing number of electrons with large angular momenta which can be filled deep inside the atom and the trend that many shells will be filled simultaneously, we expect that the radii of the atoms with very large hypothetic atomic numbers will asymptotically decrease and also the difference between different atoms will be much smaller than in the known part of the Periodic Table. This means that element Cs will be the largest atom which appears in nature.
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